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Bench by Boex featuring excerpts of patient
thank you letters, Frenchay Hospital
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Artists:

Boex, Rob Creet, Judy Foote, Mary Ingoldby, Helen Moore, Pete Moorhouse, Clair Underhill, Roma Widger

Funders:

North Bristol NHS Charitable Trust

Accident & Emergency children’s waiting
area at Frenchay Hospital,
refurbished by Boex
Image: Neil Phillips

In 2007 Willis Newson was commissioned by North Bristol NHS Trust (NBT) to devise,
initiate and establish an ongoing arts programme for Frenchay and Southmead Hospitals.
We developed an arts strategy to support and enhance the Trust’s own overall strategic
vision. Its primary goals are to use the arts to improve patient wellbeing and the working
lives of staff. It has also helped to establish the hospitals within the local community
through, for example, projects with local schools and community groups. Working with
NBT (who provided core and charitable funding for the arts programme) we have created
a thriving programme including exhibitions, a successful staff arts club, environmental
improvement projects and an expanding art collection.
Willis Newson ran the Fresh Arts programme until it was well-established. We began the
process of handing over its management to a skilled internal NBT team in 2009.
More information is available at www.fresharts.co.uk.
“...what a great pleasure it was viewing the exhibition at Frenchay Hospital. Art in
hospitals is an excellent idea and the more the better!”
Ben Walton, Consultant in Anaesthetics and Critical Care, Frenchay Hospital

Sculpture at Middle Entrance of Frenchay
Hospital by Pete Moorehouse
Image: Pete Moorehouse
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Staff have fun and get to know each
other during an Arts Club pottery
workshop
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Fresh Arts Staff Arts Club

Staff member’s work after a Repousse
workshop lead by artist Jackie
Richardson
Image: Willis Newson

Through the Staff Arts Club all Trust employees can engage in free arts activities
specially organised for them by Fresh Arts. These have included singing, pottery
and sculpture workshops and artist talks. The Arts Club also promotes arts
events taking place in and around Bristol. The Arts team organises one event per
month and distributes a bi-monthly newsletter.
As well as providing opportunities for individual growth and achievement and
a chance to relax and socialise outside working hours, the Staff Arts Club
motivates staff into playing a greater role in the arts programme generally. A
genuine sense of interest and engagement encourages members to become
ambassadors for the arts in their areas.
“Thank you for a really enjoyable and inspiring voice workshop. Stefan
Cartwright’s gentle and unhurried approach created a relaxed atmosphere and a
sense of confidence in the group - I was amazed at how brave we all became!”

Card-making event lead by artist
Frances Bossom
Image: Willis Newson
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Lisa Mungaven, Staff Arts Club member
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Jonathan Bowcott Photographs in The
Hip Space Gallery
at Southmead Hospital
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Fresh Arts Exhibition Programme

Preview of Spike Print exhibition at
Fromeshaw Gallery at Frenchay
Hospital
Image: Willis Newson

Fresh Arts runs a constantly changing exhibition programme in four different
gallery spaces across Southmead and Frenchay hospitals. The work shown
provides a lively backdrop to some much-used spaces including corridors and
a restaurant area. It encourages people to notice and engage more fully with
their surroundings, and is a very public advocacy tool for the arts programme
as a whole. One of the main aims of the programme is to build links between the
hospitals and the local community. Two of the galleries display work from local
schools and colleges. The other two carry exhibitions from local and nationally
renowned artists, art groups and local organisations.
Fresh Arts hosts both selling and non-profit exhibitions. A proportion of the sale
price of an exhibited artwork is donated to the programme, and these funds in
turn contribute to the development and expansion of NBT’s permanent collection.

Fromeshaw Gallery
at Frenchay Hospital
Image: Willis Newson
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Heritage Corridor 1970’s
Image: Emily Purnell, Medical
Illustration, North Bristol NHS Trust

Heritage Corridor 1970’s
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Commission:

Heritage Corridor

Artists:

Clair Underhill (Lead); Roma Widger, Mary Ingoldby, Rob Creet (Workshops)

A busy 306m long corridor at Frenchay Hospital was chosen as the focus of a
major artist-curated project celebrating the history of Frenchay Hospital and
North Bristol NHS Trust. This came at a time when the Trust was going through a
period of transition and change leading up to the building of a major new hospital
facility, set to replace the two old hospitals.
Clair Underhill was commissioned as lead artist. The Fresh Arts team worked
with her to devise and recruit artists for a programme of activities to engage with
staff, patients and visitors and into the wider local community. Inspired by these,
Clair and her team produced a permanent body of work now displayed along
the length of the corridor, along with a DVD on view in the hospital’s Redwood
Restaurant.

Heritage Corridor, Jewellery made by
patients and staff
Image: Emily Purnell, Medical
Illustration, North Bristol NHS Trust
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This project was overseen by a specially appointed steering group, which
included members of staff and representatives of the general public, the Trust’s
communications department and Frenchay Museum.
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